
 
 

2019 Canadian Premier League Awards Fact Sheet 
 
GOLDEN BOOT (HUNTER) 
Awarded to the Canadian Premier League’s top scoring Player in the Spring, Fall seasons and Finals. 
 
True goal scorers are courageous and fearless in the hunt. They need to be versatile and adaptive no matter 
the conditions.   
 
GOLDEN GLOVE (QIMMIQ or CANADIAN INUIT DOG) 
Awarded to the Goalkeeper voted to be the best at this position based on performance and overall support for 
their Club. 
 
Dating back thousands of years, the ‘Qimmiq’ is the original breed used by the Inuit people in the Artic. 
Importantly the Canadian Inuit Dog is a protector - playing a vital role in protecting their community and 
possesses traits of loyalty, toughness, bravery, as well as intelligence. 
 
COACH OF THE YEAR (OWL) 
Presented to the Coach voted to have contributed the most to his Club's all-around performance. 
 
The skillful Owl has been a symbol of heightened wisdom, guidance, and knowledge for centuries. Along with 
its heightened sense of vision which gives the Owl the ability to see what others cannot, the “all-seeing” bird is 
considered to be adeptly skilled and wise. 
 
PLAYER OF THE YEAR (NIKISUITTUQ) 
Awarded to the Most Valuable Player in the Canadian Premier League based on their overall play and 
importance to their Club.  
 
The ‘Nikisuittuq’, a stone landmark built by the Inuit, is a type of Inuksuk whose top stone points upwards 
towards the sky to the North Star. With the many months of darkness during Northern winters, the Nikisuittuq is 
used as an important landmark to navigate through the stars and lead a traveler home; sending them in the 
right direction.   
 
BEST UNDER 21 CANADIAN PLAYER OF THE YEAR (POLAR BEAR) 
Awarded to the Player selected as the Best Canadian Under 21 based on performance and overall attitude on 
and off the pitch.  
 
The Polar Bear at birth is playful and adored by all. As ‘Atiqtalaaq’ - the young cub grows it shows promise to 
become “Nanook” one of the most respected and formidable animals roaming Canada’s North. 
 


